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 Each item is a complete test from the Advanced Placement English Literature and Composition Exam or exam-like test.
English, Literature, and Composition. You can download the full test as a pdf, or print out any of the questions to use as

practice. Both the current and older version of the test are available. 1. Which of the following were the chief features of the old
Roman Empire? a. control of military campaigns b. centralization of power in one ruler c. social mobility d. export of citizens to

other lands 2. The text quoted by Smith in the paragraph above suggests that the old Roman Empire was: a. democratic b.
centralized c. highly populated d. anarchic 3. Which of the following authors would Smith be likely to cite as an authority on the
Roman Empire? a. Aristotle b. Thucydides c. Tacitus d. Plutarch 4. Smith would argue in the paragraph above that a. the Roman

Empire was centralized b. social mobility was of little importance c. power and authority should be vested in a single ruler d.
social mobility was of little importance 5. Smith would argue in the paragraph above that a. Rome was a democracy b. the

Roman Empire was based on a system of checks and balances c. the Roman Empire was based on a military structure d. the
Roman Empire was based on a system of checks and balances 6. Smith suggests in the paragraph above that the purpose of a
democracy is a. to elect the rulers b. to establish good laws c. to protect the interests of the majority d. to elect the rulers 7.
Which of the following best states Smith's view of the Roman Empire in the paragraph above? a. a democracy b. a feudal

system c. a hereditary monarchy d. a system of checks and balances 8. In the paragraph above, Smith implies that the
___________ of the old Roman Empire was more important than its ___________. 9. Which of the following best reflects

Smith's view of the ___________ in the paragraph above? a. social mobility b. new rulers c. one ruler d. the role of rulers 10.
Smith states in the paragraph above that the ___________ of the old Roman Empire was more important than its ___________.

11. Smith would most likely agree with the statement above that the ___________ of the old Roman Empire was more
important than its ___________. 12. Which of the following is NOT a system of checks and balances? a. electing rulers b.

monarchs c 520fdb1ae7
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